
OPERATION OF THE FIRE DETECTOR
The apartments are equipped with automatic fire detectors. In case of an alarm, the alarm signal will 
sound only in the apartment containing smoke. The alarm is not automatically transmitted to the fire 
department. However, after five minutes from the start of the alarm signal, the fire detector alarm is 
transmitted to the person on duty in the maintenance company unless its transmission is prevented 
by performing the following. You can reset the alarm by pressing any reset pushbutton, located in the 
staircase (see the figure below). Check the location of the nearest pushbutton already in advance!

The fire detector’s acoustic signal cannot be deactivated from the detector! The fire detectors 
operate on mains current; they do not contain batteries. Therefore, do not try to remove the detector 
from the ceiling as this will activate an alarm. In case of a ”false” alarm (for example, due to burnt food 
or a detector malfunction), do not touch the detector but follow these instructions! In short, you only 
need to remember that the FIRE DETECTOR MUST NOT BE TOUCHED IN ANY CONDITIONS. In 
the event of fire, follow the general instructions for fire emergencies.

HOW TO DEACTIVATE THE FIRE DETECTOR ALARM SIGNAL 
AND PREVENT ALARM TRANSMISSION IN “FALSE” ALARMS

The staircases are provided with separate pushbuttons as shown in the figure below. These 
pushbuttons can be used to deactivate the fire detector’s alarm signal sounding in the apartment and 
to prevent the transmission of the alarm to the person on duty in the maintenance company. In case of 
a false alarm, perform both steps 1 and 2. The durations of pushing the button given below are only 
indicative. Since you will have a total of 5 minutes to perform the required steps, there is no hurry!

INSTRUCTIONS

START FROM STEP 1:

     Push the red button for 15 seconds.

     Release the button (even if you still   
 hear the alarm signal). 

CONTINUE TO STEP 2:

     Push the green button for 15 seconds.

     Release the button 

     If the fire alarm is still on or the light is  
 still seen on the fire alarm, ventilate  
 the apartment and repeat steps 1 and 2

       IN THE CASE OF FIRE, CALL 112!


